The Somerset
Celebration of Literature
Australia’s premier youth literature festival

2018 Post Event Report
The Twenty Fifth Chapter

Overview
Somerset Celebration of Literature | 14 to 16 March 2018
The Somerset Celebration of Literature is a three-day writers’ festival encompassing student and adult workshops,
seminars and social events, while showcasing a number of Australia’s most recognised and promising authors
and illustrators. Highly regarded as the premier youth literature festival in Australia, the Somerset Celebration of
Literature was this year attended by students from South East, Regional and Northern Queensland and Northern
New South Wales.
Now seen as one of the high points on Australia’s literary calendar, the Somerset Celebration of Literature was able
to become a reality as a result of the vision and determination of five prominent Gold Coasters with close ties to
Somerset College in the early 1990s. Over the years, the Celebration has grown and evolved with the College and
Australian literature and has become one of the most highly anticipated cultural events on the Gold Coast calendar.
This year’s Celebration of Literature sold over 21,000 tickets and was attended by students from over 52 schools.
“The Twenty Fifth Chapter” was chosen as the theme to celebrate our twenty fifth year.
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Sharing the Excitement
The 2018 Somerset Celebration of Literature was a resounding success. Authors,
volunteers, students, staff and festival guests loved sharing their excitement. Enjoy
reading their feedback on these pages.

“Our Comms Manager Ian Laking & Festival Director Joel Martin are enjoying speaking at
the @SomCelebration this week - great catching up with wonderful authors from around
Australia! #SomersetCofL”
Speculate Literary Festival (Instagram@SpecFicVic)
“TA dozen young people from St George (country QLD) left home at 5am this morning to
attend @SomCelebration in #Mudgeeraba, now lining up to have @watsonjessica sign her
books they all bought! #25thchapter"
							Cr Glenn Tozer (Instagram @GlennontheGC)
“My sessions at Somerset are over, and it has been a week like no other! I'm so happy and
exhausted—thank you to the festival and all the students who came to my sessions and the
other authors for support and the laughs! 📚  ☀️  #somersetcofl  #bookstagram	
							Kate O'Donnell- (Instagram @readingkate)
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Sharing the Excitement
"Thank you so much for the lovely day we had this year when we came along to see
Chris Collin. We really enjoyed his presentation and had a lot of fun. We will enjoy
reading A Bug Called Dug and listening to the CD."
							Natnael, Chris, Ali, Ryan and Shekeem
							(Labrador State School)
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Branding
The Writers’ Wall
The Writers’ Wall took on a visual facet this year, attendees were given the opportunity to write their comments and
messages on a giant caligraphy pen and paper then attach their notes to strings that were connected to a writers board.
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Media Overview
The 2017 Somerset Celebration of Literature was successful in obtaining print media coverage. Highlights included
securing nine full pages of stories in the Gold Coast Bulletin and Weekend Gold Coast Bulletin
throughout the lead up to the festival, plus festival mentions on three front pages of key magazine supplements
within the Gold Coast Bulletin including Inspire and the Weekend Gold Coast Eye.
Other highlights included two lengthy and positive interviews on ABC Gold Coast’s Morning’s program and
Weekend’s program, featuring authors Benjamin Law and Jessica Walton.

Breakdown of Media Coverage
54 media stories that referred directly to the Somerset Celebration of Literature Festival
20 print stories, 17 online stories, 11 radio stories and 6 TV stories appeared
12 stories were aired nationally, 4 were available state-wide and 38 locally available
The Festival was featured on numerous radio stations including 90.9 Sea FM, 92.5 Gold FM and Juice 107.3FM. These
radio stations aired advertisements.
The festival is now recognised as an annual Gold Coast event and as such is registered with the Australian Tourism
Database Warehouse which enables the event to be listed on over 70 tourism websites. As well as featuring on many
additional websites to various degrees, ranging from listings and notations in ‘what’s on’, community billboards and event
calendars to general descriptions of the festival. The Somerset Celebration of Literature was also featured in a selection of
other documents and publications including both printed and online versions of Gold Coast City Council Newsletters.
The Somerset Celebration of Literature Facebook, Twitter and Instagram pages received a great response enlisting
hundreds of new followers. Social networking sites enabled many attendees and followers of the festival to gain
information, photo updates and links to many aspects of the event.
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Print | Newspapers and Magazine
2018
of Literature Festival
Puzzle
PR Somerset
EvaluationCelebration
Report
PR Evaluation Report
Campaign Overview

The 25th annual Somerset Celebration of Literature was a three-day writers festival held from 14 to 16 March 2018.
Puzzle PR was commissioned to plan, manage and execute the PR campaign for the 2018 CofL. The key objectives throughout
the publicity campaign were to help drive visitation from local and drive markets, engage with the community, position the
CoflL as a must-do event in March for both locals and tourists alike, build new and long-lasting relationships with key target
media and stakeholders, and to increase awareness of the festival through extensive, positive media coverage.
Puzzle PR met the objectives through a number of media activities throughout the campaign including creating an engaging
consumer activation, drafting media releases, pitching stories and interviews, profiling authors, managing media accreditation
and managing photo shoots and media calls.
Highlights included securing six full pages of stories in the Gold Coast Bulletin featuring interviews with Christine Sharp in the
Weekend Gold Coast Bulletin’s Gold Coast Eye magazine and interviews with Sha’an D’Anthes, Megan Daley and Nikki
Parkinson for the Bulletin’s Inspire lift-out.
Other highlights included securing two lengthy interviews on ABC Gold Coast Morning’s programs with authors Jessica Watson
and Nevo Zisin which talked at length about their writing and their love and passion for the CofL festival within their
interviews.
In addition, the pop-up library activation also saw state-wide coverage achieved on Seven News QLD, and local coverage on
Seven News Gold Coast, Nine News Gold Coast, Sea FM, Gold FM, myGC.com.au and in the Gold Coast Bulletin highlighting the
launch of the pop-up library activation and celebrating the 25th year of the festival.
The resulting media coverage for CofL was exception in quality and quantity, generating a total of 46 positive media stories
across print, radio, TV and online media.
Coverage was focused on the overall program of sessions and events across the Gold Coast and driving visitation. The majority
of coverage focused on interviews with festival chairperson Michael Brohier and guest authors. Out of the 46 pieces, 44
stories appeared before the beginning of the festival on 14 March, with a majority appearing in the lead up to provide strong
awareness for the festival. There were no significant challenges during the campaign.
For every $1 spent on PR for the campaign, we reached a potential audience of 392 people with CofL messaging.

Breakdown of Media Coverage
• There were 46 media stories that referred directly to the Somerset Celebration of Literature Festival
• 19 online stories, 16 print stories, 8 radio stories and 3 TV stories appeared
• 2 stories were available state-wide QLD and 44 locally available
Media Outlets
• Print coverage was generated in the Gold Coast Bulletin, Gold Coast Sun, Blank Gold Coast, Kids on the Coast
Magazine
• TV coverage was generated on Channel Nine Gold Coast News, Channel Seven Gold Coast News and Channel Seven
QLD News
• Online coverage was generated on goldcoastbulletin.com.au, blankgc.com.au, weekendedition.com.au, mygc.com.au,
kidsonthecoast.com.au, insidegoldcoast.com.au, cbdrobina.com.au, juice1073.com.au, wearegoldcoast.com.au
• Radio coverage was generated on ABC Gold Coast, Sea FM Gold Coast, and Gold FM Gold Coast
Tone of Coverage
• 100% of coverage generated was positive
Coverage Reach
• The media coverage reached a total of 2,154,707 potential people from various target markets. This is calculated as
the total audience or circulation of all 46 pieces of coverage.
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Print | Newspapers and Magazines
Pop-Up Library Consumer Activation

To commemorate the festival’s 25th year and following the success of last year’s three-day pop-up library on Surfers Paradise
beach, the pop-up library consumer activation was once again created for 2018. This year, the pop-up library returned bigger
and better, boasting 10 days of literary fun featuring thousands of free books, live readings from local authors and more.
Puzzle PR engaged the City of Gold Coast Libraries and coordinated with Surfers Paradise Alliance to ensure the activation was
able to leverage both the Libraries ‘Books Set Free’ scheme and capture foot traffic from Surfers Paradise Alliances’ existing
Sand Safari Festival event.
As a result, the pop-up library ran from daily from 8 February to 18 February and was officially launched with a local media call
opportunity featuring Cr Glenn Tozer, Michael Brohier, author Samantha Wheeler and visitors to the Surfers Paradise precinct.
Objectives of the consumer activation:

•
•
•
•

To position the 25th annual CofL as the city’s very own writers’ festival and engage with the wider Gold Coast
community
To create a newsworthy consumer activation to both excite the community about the festival and to create
conversation about the line-up of authors, the events and activities happening at the festival in March
To raise awareness and drive visitation for and to the 2018 CofL at Somerset College and surrounding areas, while
communicating there is something for everyone on offer at the festival
To align the festival with authoritative bodies to create wider appeal and continue to cement itself as a credible
festival, supported by leading organisations

Results:

•
•
•
•
•
•
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Created an opportunity to create conversation around the festival and build on significant relationships by engaging
key stakeholders including Surfers Paradise Alliance, City of Gold Coast Libraries and Cr Glenn Tozer.
Prompted conversation between locals and tourists about the festival while beachgoers visited the outdoor library to
pick up books, ultimately connecting to the wider community
Created hype through extensive media coverage and engaging conversations across social media platforms
Leveraged from SPA’s Sand Safari festival to attract strong foot traffic and visitation to the pop-up library
Raised awareness about the festival two weeks ahead of time, providing an opportunity to drive visitation to the event
Gave away over 8,000 complimentary books to the community, including CofL branded library bags and flyers

Print | Newspapers and Magazines

Social Media
Objectives:

•
•
•
•

To create an authentic online presence focusing on transparency, community and delivery of key information
To continue to build the CofL brand and place the festival at the front of mind, through consistent engaging content
To keep audiences and festival patrons up-to-date with information and news, changes, triumphs and developments,
and to educate them on what the festival is all about and the line-up expected
To capture the key focus for each week’s social channel and implement a targeted campaign to support the Festival’s
key objectives and continue to build brand presence and engagement, plus drive visitation to the festival.

Results:

The social media campaign kicked off from February 1 until March 20, 2018 across the festival’s Facebook and Instagram
accounts.
Facebook & Instagram

•
•
•
•
•
•

The CofL Facebook page grew by 106 news likes and currently has 1,242 likes on its page as of March 2018
Instagram followers grew organically by 76 new followers from 320 in February to 396 in March 2018.
Posts were consistent and received positive engagement from its community and audience
Each post evoked positive brand identification and elevated key messaging for the festival, its events and line-up
Community management was also in effect, and saw the page like, comment and share posts from other authors and
visitors who engaged with the festival and its brand
Instagram also featured a host of teaser stories in the lead up to the festival as well as live, proactive stories with
highlights from each of the festival days
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Print | Newspapers and Magazines
Coverage Highlights
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Print | Newspapers and Magazines
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Print | Newspapers and Magazines
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Print | Newspapers and Magazines
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Online
Facebook
This year saw a 13% increase of likes to the Somerset Celebration of Literature profile on Facebook as well as an increase
in daily and weekly engagement of the page. Facebook fans are encouraged to post their thoughts, ideas and comments
about the Somerset Celebration of Literature. Many authors also contribute to the Facebook wall. This site serves as a
great way to promote not only the Celebration of Literature, but also reading and writing in general. Facebook also allows
us to maintain contact with followers from previous years and update them on the upcoming year. The Facebook site was
branded to reflect the 2018 theme.

Instagram
In an attempt to increase communication with our target audience through social media, we have increased our
Instagram profile. During the Festival tags were easily identified and incorporated into the theming throughout the
Festival. Additionally, Instagram provides the authors a chance to document their experience at the Festival. Continual
growth in this area is actively sought and investigations are underway in preparation for next year.
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Online
Online presence
In 2018, the Somerset Celebration of Literature was recognised as a Gold Coast event, along with such recognition, it
allowed us to register the event on the Australian Tourism Database Warehouse. This promotes the event on at least 70
websites attracting both national and international coverage.
wearegoldcoast.com.au

mygc.com.au

kidsonthecoast.com.au
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Online
nabo.com.au

themorningbell.com.au

blankgc.com.au

Authors’ online presence
In the lead up to the Festival, during and following, many authors write about their experiences, this attracts a flurry of
activity on many social platforms.
stephebowe.com

raspratt.com
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City Support Acknowledgement
In previous years we have always acknowledged the City of Gold Coast’s support in our Festival Guide and across all of
our Sponsor Boards. In order to expand and engage our social media presence and audience, we have increased our use
of hashtags to include #cityofgoldcoast, #ourgoldcoast and #moregoldcoast on every social media post. We want to
continue our City support in as many ways as possible, particularly in the lead up to the 2018 Commonwealth Games.
We would also like to thank our Collaborative Partners for their involvement 2018 Celebration of Literature.
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Visitation Development
Following on from the development of the Somerset Literary Fund in 2014 and in an attempt to further develop and
enhance both the Festival and cultural development on the Gold Coast, an Educational Package has been developed. In
2018, this package was used to obtain funding from philanthropic organisations to bring disadvantaged students to the
Gold Coast and to participate in the Somerset Celebration of Literature.

Somerset Literary Fund
For the past ten years, the highly successful Sponsored School Programme has been an invaluable asset to the Somerset
Celebration of Literature along with benefiting the local community.
Thanks to the continued support of many families, the Literary Fund (a tax-deductible gift recipient) was created. Thyne
Reid, yet another substantial sponsor, has joined this momentous movement. Through this partnership, Thyne Reid has
enabled Somerset College to bring in large numbers of students from varying schools in regional areas around Australia
by providing funding for these students to receive transport, accommodation and tickets to author sessions during the
Festival. From the support given to the Literary Fund, Somerset College has been able to share the experience of this
wonderful event with students who would otherwise be unable to attend.
The introduction of the Literary Fund to our circle of sponsors allows the College to further bring the light of literature into
the lives of disadvantaged students.
This year we were, once again, able to offer the opportunity to several regional and remote schools to participate. At
present, schools from Victoria, the Northern Territory, Emerald and Mundubbera have expressed their interest for the
Literary Fund to either full fund or co-fund their visits to the Festival.
With the support of organisations such as the Thyne Reid Foundation and others like it, Somerset College hopes to create
more opportunities like this for students and maintain those already set in place.

Quotes from Sponsored Schools
Kilcoy State High School
•
•
•
•
•

"Meeting and talking to creators of my favourite books
was amazing and hearing the stories and inspiration behind
characters and setting was terrific"
"Great opportunity for a small group from our tiny school to
experience such a large and diverse event."
"Truly inspiring and unforgettable experience"
"I loved hearing about authors’ journeys to becoming an
author; and what a long journey it can be!"
"The interactive presentations were especially enjoyable"

Favourite authors: Loved meeting Jackie French, she’s been my
idol since I was 11, Loved Richard Fidler, I enjoyed Claire Christian
Nevo and Cath were my favourites… Nevo was funny
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Educational Tourism Package
Educational Tourism Package (Summary)
Offered packages:
2 days/1 night | 3 days/2 nights | 4 days/3 nights
These packages provide for accommodation and meals along with a minimum six (6) author sessions for students to
experience at the Somerset Celebration of Literature, the writers’ festival for the Gold Coast. Students participating in the
4 days/3 nights package will also be exposed to the local indigenous language from the Yugambeh region. Students will
participate in an exclusive language based activity at Dreamworld which will see direct interaction with local members of
the indigenous community. This annual three day event features a bookshop, panel discussions, interactive author sessions
and workshops, and the awe-inspiring finale dinner. It is a great opportunity to meet authors and illustrators, have your
books signed and enjoy a festival dedicated to reading and writing.
The Programme’s objective is to expose as many children as possible to writers, illustrators and their books, giving the
students the opportunity to workshop stories with their presenting authors, thereby encouraging the students to embrace
the value of reading. There is no substitute for books in the life of a child. For further information, please visit
www.SomersetCofL.org.au.
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